ABSTRACT Motivation: Accurate time series for biological processes are difficult to estimate due to problems of synchronization, temporal sampling and rate heterogeneity. Methods are needed that can utilize multi-dimensional data, such as those resulting from DNA microarray experiments, in order to reconstruct time series from unordered or poorly ordered sets of observations. Results: We present a set of algorithms for estimating temporal orderings from unordered sets of sample elements. The techniques we describe are based on modifications of a minimum-spanning tree calculated from a weighted, undirected graph. We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach by applying these techniques to an artificial data set as well as several gene expression data sets derived from DNA microarray experiments. In addition to estimating orderings, the techniques we describe also provide useful heuristics for assessing relevant properties of sample datasets such as noise and sampling intensity, and we show how a data structure called a PQ-tree can be used to represent uncertainty in a reconstructed ordering. Availability: Academic implementations of the ordering algorithms are available as source code (in the programming language Python) on our web site, along with documentation on their use.
INTRODUCTION
Biological systems are inherently dynamical. A common approach to studying the behavior of dynamic biological phenomena is to sample individuals, tissues, or other relevant units at intervals throughout the temporal progression of the system under study. An ordered collection of * To whom correspondence should be addressed at present address. Department of Biology, Uhiversity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA such samples is called a time series. Well-characterized time series can be used as benchmarks (e.g. cell and developmental stages) for measuring the temporal progress of biological systems and as diagnostic tools for assessing and treating disease.
Several problems associated with sampling from dynamic biological systems (synchronization, temporal sampling, and rate heterogeneity) often make it difficult to obtain accurate time-series. Time series data are usually drawn from a population and without synchronization the samples will contain mixtures of the temporal process. Rate heterogeneity among the members of the population further complicates the temporal samples and can lead to situations where sample orderings are correct with respect to absolute time but are incorrect with respect to the dynamics of the biological process (Rice, 1997; Kim et al., 1999) . These two problems can be addressed through mixture modeling and dynamic transforms (e.g. Rice, 1997; Aach and Church, 2001) .
When there are no easily identifiable phenotypic or genotypic markers, it may be impossible to explicitly time index samples. This is a fundamental problem in that without time-indices, we do not have even an approximate time-series. In this paper, we address the problem of ab initio reconstructing time ordering from data without explicit time information. We use microarray data as a set of high-dimensional measurements whose values can be used to track temporal ordering by assuming that the temporal changes in the transcriptome are relatively smooth and continuous (see Rifkin and Kim, 2002 ).
An example of how such data and algorithms for reconstructing temporal orderings might be profitably employed comes from the field of cancer research. Model organisms such as mice provide experimental access to cancer development within periods encompassing a few weeks where sampling all developmental stages is a realistic goal. Two key technology advances now make it possible to sample cancer development in a meaningful way: (a) laser capture microdissection (LCM, Bonner et al., 1997) permits the isolation of homogeneous cell populations comprising a few hundred epithelial cells, which represent a specific stage of the cancer process; (b) techniques for linear RNA amplification (Phillips and Eberwine, 1996) now enable the successful analysis of a few hundred laser capture microdissected cells by mRNA profiling experiments based on microarrays (e.g. Ohyama et al., 2000; Luzzi et al., 2001; Rubin, 2001; Sugiyama et al., 2002; Mori et al., 2002) . However, the samples obtained from a mouse model of cancer do not represent a time series with a well-defined developmental order, because early cancer foci are: (1) very small with no external ontogenetic markers, (2) number in the hundreds within any tissue but are not synchronized. Thus, the only sensible approach to study temporal patterns of gene expression during cancer development is to perform separate microarray analysis observations in a large number of samples, followed by ab initio time indexing of multiple experiments. Other possible applications include cell lineage tracing in cell biology and developmental genetics (see Stern and Fraser, 2001 for review). It should be noted that biologists in practice often attempt to overcome the problems of temporal placement through experimental approaches (e.g. using tracer molecules) as the possibility of a computational solution is not widely appreciated.
BACKGROUND

Ordering and curve reconstruction
If one assumes that the biological process under study can be treated as a continuous function with respect to time, then the problem of ordering samples can be solved by reconstructing vector-valued functions of the form
where each d-dimensional point on the function represents the state of a system at a particular point in time. A sample from this curve is a random vector ψ(s) = f (s) + δ(s), of the curve f (t) sampled at time s with some noise vector δ(s) from some distribution (say, multivariate normal). More commonly, we may expect the noise vector to be time homogeneous, δ(s) = δ. It may also be appropriate to consider the sampled time, s, as a random variable. An observed data set consists of a finite number of sampled points from the curve V = { ψ(s 0 ), ψ(s 1 ), . . . , ψ(s n )} where we assume that the sampled time points, s i , are unknown except possibly the start, s 0 , and the end, s n . The characteristics of the data are determined by the size of the time interval between successive sampling points (which we call time intensity), the number of replicate observations for each time point or a small time interval (multiplicity), and the size of the noise vector relative to the length of the arc joining successive time samples (relative noise).
The problem of estimating the geometry of f (t) from finite points has been referred to as the curve reconstruction problem. The techniques that have been applied in such contexts can be roughly categorized into two classespolygonal reconstruction approaches and principal curves techniques.
Polygonal reconstruction and principal curves If f is a smooth, twice differentiable curve in R d , and V is a finite sample of points on f , then Amenta et al. (1998) defined a polygonal reconstruction of f from V as a graph that connects every pair of samples that are adjacent on f , and no others. Two points, f (t 0 ) and f (t 1 ) are defined as being adjacent if no point in V exists that is a point on the arc { f (s) : t 0 s t 1 }. That is, adjacency, here and below, refers to adjacency in terms of the time parameter.
Common assumptions for polygonal reconstruction are that the samples are drawn from a smooth curve embedded in R d dimensions, that the points are sampled without error, and that sampling intensity is sufficient to achieve reconstruction (Amenta et al., 1998; Dey and Kumar, 1999; Figueiredo and Gomes, 1995) . Recent work by Giesen (1999 Giesen ( , 2000 and Althaus and Mehlhorn (2000) has demonstrated that the requirement of smoothness can be relaxed somewhat; requiring only that curves be 'benign semi-regular'. Giesen showed that, given sufficiently dense sampling, the traveling salesman path (TSP) provides the correct reconstruction for curves in R d . A similar result holds for the minimum spanning tree (MST; Figueiredo and Gomes, 1995) .
While the TSP or MST methods work well when applied to sample data sets that are observed without error, the presence of noise introduces undesirable results to the polygonal reconstruction algorithms. For example, even when noise is distributed uniformly around f then polygonal reconstructions tend to zigzag back and forth through the data cloud.
The second major class of algorithms that have been applied to the curve reconstruction problem is comprised of variants of the principal curve algorithm (Hastie and Stuetzle, 1989 ). Hastie and Stuetzle defined a principal curve as 'self-consistent' smooth curve that passes through the middle of a d-dimensional data cloud. Principal curves and related techniques explicitly assume that the observations in the sample represent points sampled with noise (Hastie and Stuetzle, 1989; Kégl et al., 2000) with the idea that if sufficient points are available a kind of a 'mean' curve may be estimated.
Both polygonal reconstruction methods and principal curve methods attempt to recover the full curve f (t) within the sampled interval. Thus, both classes of algorithms require sufficiently dense temporal sampling (high time intensity) such that each segment of the curve can be linearly approximated (see below). In addition, principal curve type algorithms require high multiplicity to reliably estimate the self-consistent mean trajectory. Microarray expression data is typically sparsely sampled with relatively high noise making it difficult to hope to recover the details of a trajectory. However, as noted above, just the temporal sequencing of the unknown time order can provide important biological insights. In this paper, we concentrate on this simpler problem.
The ordering problem in a time series
We assume that there is a time-parameterized vector valued function, f (t), which is sampled at a finite number of unknown time points with error. We also allow for multiplicity in the sampling such that the collection may contain multiple samples of the same time point. Let V = { f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n } be the collection of observed samples. For each observation, f i , let s i be the unknown time index of the ith observation. Then we have: DEFINITION 1. A permutation π of the index set {1, 2, . . . , n} is a temporal ordering of the points,
The ordering problem is to find the temporal ordering permutation, π , given the data
The ordering problem arises in other contexts, for example when trying to build archeological chronologies from collections of artifacts (Kendall et al., 1970; Buck and Sahu, 2000) .
The time series f (t) is a one-dimensional curve embedded in the space of our measurements; e.g. gene expression values. Let the geometry of the measurements be determined by some quadratic form determining the notion of a distance, say the standard Euclidean inner product. Given two points, f a and f b , if we were able to measure the arc
, of the curve between f a and f b then the ordering could be found by simple sorting of the arc length distances between the points. However, the only information we have is the embedded geometry and if the curve has significant curvature it will be difficult to approximate the arc length from the embedded geometry except for short segments. For a complete reconstruction of the original curve, the segments need to be quite short to reliably approximate the geodesic path on the curve. However, for the temporal ordering problem, we do not need to know the geodesic path distance. We only need the embedding distance to be monotonically related to the geodesic distance which motivates the following 'rules':
• If two points, f a and f b , are relatively similar (compared to other pairs of points), then compute the standard 'pairwise' dissimilarity measure of the embedded geometry.
• If f a and f b are relatively dissimilar, then compute a 'pathwise' dissimilarity measure -the sum of a series of short pairwise 'hops' between points intervening f a and f b . Tenenbaum et al. (2000) similary argued that the use of geodesic manifold distances between pairs of data points preserves the intrinsic geometry of the data. Figueiredo and Gomes (1995) suggested that when noise is present, rather than finding a path, one should find a tree graph and consider the diameter path (longest path) of the tree for the curve reconstruction. Unfortunately, this ignores the fact that when the curve has high curvature relative to sampling intensity, segments of the actual path may be present in the branches off the diameter path. Here we modify Figueiredo and Gomes's idea by using the structure of the tree graph to delineate the noise versus path components.
ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION
Ordering observations using minimum spanning trees Our new algorithm can be briefly described as follows (see Fig. 1 ):
(1) Find the minimum spanning tree, G mst = {V, E mst } of the weighted graph G, where G is a complete graph whose vertices represent the sample observations and whose edge weights are pairwise dissimilarities (distances in the embedding geometry). If G mst is a path (i.e. it has no branches), take this to be the best estimate of the ordering.
(2) If G mst is not a path, assess the diameter path noise ratio, branch distribution, and sampling intensity as defined below. If the sampling appears to be relatively intense and the diameter path branch distribution appears to be relatively uniform, then the diameter path gives an estimate of the ordering. Samples contained in branches off the diameter path are assigned the same ordering index as the diameter path element to which they connect.
(3) If the diameter path sampling intensity ratio is large and the diameter path branch distribution appears to be non-uniform with a few long branches coming off the diameter path two additional steps are taken. First a data structure called PQ-tree is used to summarize all the uncertainties of path variations. Next, a secondary criterion of 'shortest path ordering' (motivated by the TSP algorithm) is applied to the variations of the paths. Each of the X shortest paths that are consistent with the PQ-tree are reported, where X is a user defined value. 
Assessing noise and sampling intensity
The diameter path of a tree graph is the longest path in the tree (Fig. 2c) . A noisy sample will have numerous edges dangling from it. We will refer to these dangling non-diameter path nodes and edges as the branches of the diameter path. One useful measure of the relative noise of the sample is the ratio of the number of points on branches to the total number of points. We call this the diameter path noise ratio. For example, a diameter path noise ratio of 0.05 indicates that only 5% of the sample points do not fall on the diameter path, which suggests that there is high signal-to-noise ratio in the data. The distribution of points on branches can also be used as a heuristic tool to evaluate the quality of the diameter path as an estimator. If the branch points are truly noise, then the size of branches coming off the diameter path should be relatively uniform along the extent of the diameter path. However, if the distribution is non-uniform, relatively long branches may represent signal (part of the path) rather than noise. We refer to this distribution as the diameter path branch distribution.
Finally, the sampling intensity can be assessed by calculating the ratio of the average segment length to the total length of the diameter path. For a dense sample, this ratio should be small, while in a sparse sample this ratio will be large. We will use the term diameter path sampling intensity ratio to refer to this quantity. The critical cutoff of the diameter path sampling ratio necessary to achieve a suitable reconstruction will depend on the curvature of the underlying function f (t), but experimenting with a variety of artificial datasets suggests that a ratio less than 0.03 usually results in adequate reconstructions (data not shown).
Representing temporal orderings using PQ-trees
The PQ-tree (Booth and Lueker, 1976 ) is a data structure that can represent reconstruction uncertainty, while at the same time retaining information about those parts of the reconstruction which seem to be well supported. The PQtree data structure has been exploited in a variety of applications from archeology (chronology reconstruction; Atkins et al., 1998) to molecular biology (DNA mapping and sequence assembly; Greenberg and Istrail, 1995; Wilson et al., 1997) .
A PQ-tree of a set U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n } is a rooted, ordered tree whose leaves are elements of U and whose internal nodes are distinguished as either P-nodes or Qnodes (Atkins et al., 1998) . P-nodes have at least two children; the children of a P-node can be arbitrarily reordered. Q-nodes have at least three children and permit only the rigid reversal of their children. One can think of P-nodes as having children on a string, while Q-nodes have children on a rigid ruler (see Fig. 3c ). The leaves of the tree form an ordered set; for example, a tree with a single P-node represents the equivalence class of all permutations, while a tree with a single Q-node represents the left-right ordering of the leaves and their inverse. A tree with a mixed P-and Q-node structure represents the equivalence class of a constrained permutation where the exact structure of the tree determines the constraints (Atkins et al., 1998 ).
An iterative algorithm for generating a PQ-tree whose equivalence class is consistent with the constraints imposed by a minimum spanning tree and its diameter path is:
(1) For a set of points, calculate the MST and diameter path. (4) Moving in order (from left to right) along the indecisive backbone, attach each decisive vertex, V i , as a leaf-node to Q main . For each indecisive vertex, V j , attach a P-node, P j to Q main and make V j a leafnode of P j .
(5) For the points along the branch associated with each indecisive vertex, V j (i.e. the points along the twig off the main diameter path of the whole MST), find the diameter path of that branch and repeat the algorithm from step 1 and attach the resulting PQ-tree as a subtree of the P-node P j . Recursively apply the algorithm to each branch emanating from indecisive vertices.
The resulting PQ-tree reflects the structure of the MST and diameter path (see Fig. 3b,c) . The leaf nodes along the primary Q-node (the 'backbone') are the decisive vertices of the diameter path. The P-nodes, and their subtrees, represent the indecisive vertices and their associated diameter path branches. The orderings generated by the equivalence class of the PQ-tree are those permutations that are consistent with the diameter path.
RESULTS
Artificial dataset-the jelly roll
An artificial two-dimensional dataset of 150 points was generated with a common spiraling curve (jelly-roll; Fig. 2a ). This dataset is fairly noisy and has relatively high time intensity and multiplicity. This data represents a difficult problem in that the local curvature is high and the global structure of the curve (the spiral) interferes with the estimation (many estimation procedures produce a curve that jumps back and forth between the different levels of the spiral).
The MST for this dataset is shown in Figure 2b , and the diameter path for the MST is shown in Figure 2c . The distribution of non-diameter path points (branches) is relatively evenly distributed along the extent of the diameter path and the diameter path noise ratio for this sample is 29/149 = 0.19. About one fifth of the points in the sample are not included in the diameter path and the diameter path noise ratio confirms our visual assessment that the sample is noisy.
Finally we estimate sampling intensity from the diameter path. The diameter path has a total length of 95.08 units, and the average edge length in the diameter path is 1.07 units. Therefore the diameter path sampling intensity ratio is 0.011, confirming that sampling is relatively dense. Given the above considerations we use the diameter path of the MST (Fig. 2c) to estimate the ordering for this dataset. Each point off of the diameter path is assigned to the same ordering index as its corresponding root node on the diameter path.
Biological datasets-Caulobacter and yeast expression data
Caulobacter microarray study Laub et al. (2000) de- scribe a microarray-based analysis of gene transcription during a single cell cycle of the bacterium Caulobacter crescentus (11 samples at 15 minute intervals). We log transformed and mean-centered the published data on expression levels of 2966 predicted open reading frames (Laub et al., 2000) . We reduced the dataset to the 1594 ORFs for which expression measurements were available at all time points. We also obtained subsets containing the 500 most variable and 300 most variable genes. The estimated ordering was the same regardless of the sample used and results are described based on all 1594 ORFs. With only 11 samples, the dataset is expected to be rather sparse. The diameter path of the MST for the sample elements has only a single branch with a single vertex. Though sparse, the diameter path appears to provide a relatively low-noise reconstruction and we take the points on the diameter path as the best estimate of the ordering. The known ordering of data points is given by the permutation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . The reconstructed ordering gives the permutation [1, {2,3}, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] assuming either the start or end point is known. The reconstructed ordering therefore provides a near perfect estimate of the known temporal ordering. Spellman et al. (1998) describe a time-series gene expression dataset (18 points at 7 minute intervals) for the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae synchronized by treatment with the mating pheromone α-factor. The original dataset based on 6177 ORFs was reduced to a set of 5541 genes as described in Rifkin et al. (2000) and the data were log-transformed and normalized by the Table 1 . The ten shortest reconstructed orderings for the yeast microarray data set, based on the PQ-tree for the MST/diameter path. The known ordering of samples is [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] with a path length of 211.8
Yeast microarray study
Reconstructed ordering
Length of ordering [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11] 208.1 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17, 18, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 15] 209.5 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17, 18, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] 209.6 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 18, 17, 15, 16, 14, 13, 12, 11] 209.8 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 18, 10, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11] 210.3 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17, 18, 10, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11] 210.9 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17, 10, 18, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11] 210.9 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 8, 17, 18, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 15] 211.0 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 8, 17, 18, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] 211.1 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 8, 10, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11] 211.8
centroid. This ordering for this dataset is expected to be somewhat more difficult to reconstruct than the Caulobacter dataset because the data cover two cell-cycles and the sampling is sparser.
Of the approximately 5500 genes in the dataset, a great number do not exhibit appreciable variation in expression levels. The 500 genes exhibiting the most sample variation were used to construct a distance matrix among the 18 sample points. An ordination of these data in the space represented by the 3 largest principal coordinates of the distance matrix is depicted in Figure 3a . With only 18 samples, we expect that the sampling is rather sparse. The minimum spanning tree for this dataset, depicted in the space of a 3-D ordination of these points is shown in Figure 3b . The diameter path is highlighted in bold. The diameter path sampling ratio confirms that sampling is relatively sparse (intensity ratio of 0.077), and the distribution of branch lengths is non-uniform.
We constructed a PQ-tree based on the minimum spanning tree and diameter path; the PQ-tree is shown in Figure 3c . We then calculated the lengths of each of the orderings consistent with the PQ-tree. The ten shortest orderings and their path lengths are given in Table 1 . The paths associated with two of these orderings are shown in Figures 3d and e. The known ordering is [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] (Figure 3f ) and has a path length of 211.82 (slightly longer than the 10th shortest path). The orderings consistent with the PQ-tree share the major geometric features of the known true path. The main difficulty is where the two cycles meet and the path reconstruction inverts the true path. Denser sampling, especially near the conjunction of the two cycles, would lead to improved reconstructions.
Simulation results-the effects of noise and sampling intensity
We carried out a computer simulation in which we generated samples using a simple generating function. The generating function was a three-dimensional spiral, where x = cos(t · θ), y = sin(t · θ), and z = 4t/4π. In our simulation the generating function spirals twice (t : 0 → 4π) with a total translation along the z-axis of 4 units. To assess the effects of noise and sampling intensity we generated datasets in which the generating function was sampled over a range of step sizes (π/64 → π/3 at intervals of π/128; small step sizes correspond to high sampling intensities) and subject to a range of multivariate random noise (standard deviation of 0 to 0.5 units in each of the x-, y-, and z-directions). For each pair of (step size, noise) parameters five replicate sample data sets were generated. For each sample data set we estimated the temporal ordering using the diameter path and calculated Spearman's rank-correlation between the estimated ordering and the known true ordering. A contour plot showing the average rank-correlation over the sampling parameter domain is shown in Figure 4 . At low noise-levels the diameter path reconstruction performs well over a wide range of sampling intensities (step size). However as noise increases, the diameter path estimate performs best at high and intermediate sampling intensities (small to intermediate step sizes). Figure 4 also suggests that in the presence of moderate amounts of noise an intermediate sampling intensity may actually lead to better reconstructions than high sampling intensities. In the presence of noisy data, such as might be expected from biological phenomena, increased sampling effort may have little benefit for ordering purposes once a sufficient level of sampling intensity is achieved (particular parameter values are, of course, case dependent).
DISCUSSION
The approach we describe for ordering samples is well suited to handle datasets that utilize a variety of dissimilarity measures and sampling conditions. The demonstration that our heuristic algorithm works well for both artificial and experimental datasets suggests there is significant practical value in utilizing this approach to study dynamic biological processes when it is not possible to time index samples.
Minimum spanning trees provide a natural geometric characterization for samples. This characterization is free of a priori distributional assumptions, and can be applied to datasets using a variety of dissimilarity measures. Modifications of the MST or the MST itself provide a useful basis for estimating orderings and reconstructing curves, and additionally can be used as a tool to evaluate distributional properties such as noise and sampling intensity.
Our approach can also be applied to data from multiple sources such as simultaneous information on phenotype, the transcriptome, and the proteome. Data such as these will facilitate the construction of well-characterized and informative time series. Constructing such time series is a necessary first step towards gaining a better understanding of the dynamical behavior of biological systems.
